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“Quantitative approach for asymmetric results”
Bund: the impossible is becoming reality

Figure 1: Bund monthly chart

This is just an update of the report prepared in May 2014, exactly seven months ago: even the
chart in Figure 1 is exactly the same, with the same studies in it, the only thing that moved since
then is the price, that has been diligently following my plan.
Recently the Bund moved above the 50% intermediate target (153.94) resulted between the 147
future points and my final target set at 160: this should call for the reaching of the next intermediate
target of the 75% (156.82) which if violated too, should call to arrive at my final target of 160, that I
have been calling since May 2014.
If a new movement should arise which could be labelled as trend inversion, it will be then prepared
a new report to inform you promptly. Until then the only trend is upward.
Below the May 2014 study sent to you then.
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Figure 2: Bund monthly chart

The chart above is the montlhy one for the ten year German government Bond, called the Bund. I
have been warning investors and traders alike since September 2013 that the only position that
would have made money, was a long one and indeed the instrument went considerably up, close
to its all time high. Only the violation of that candle’s low would clearly undermine the uber longish
structure in which the German champion is in since 2008.
So no time yet to go short, but if it doens’t go down, does it necessarily mean it will go up, and to
which target?
When I meet other analysts and I mention them my ultimate taget on this instrument, they raise
their eyebrows and look at me suspisciously as if I was joking in reality, or not.
I am well aware that my ultimate target on the Bund is more than ambitious, but the only successful
investment here is in buying it, going long, not the other side: so it is imperative to find duable
targets, and that’s what I did.
Still the Bund is now close to its all time high reached in 2012 and 2013 during those (mini) crisis,
stating that perhaps Europe is not in such good shape as the media are telling us. Just food for
thought here.
Let’s look at the chart now.
One of the easiest way to find a possible 5 waves structure of the Elliott Wave Theory is to find a
wave 3 first, since wave is the strongest and most powerful among all fives and can be easily
recognized by its ample width on both time and price, and by the width of its major indicator, the
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“Oscillator”. Looking at the chart in figure 1, all the above requirements are fulfilled by the
movement from 2011 to 2013, and therefore that movement is labelled as a clear wave 3.
After wave 3 comes wave 4 which is a countertrend one.
From the Elliott rule of alternation, if wave 2 has been sudden, violent and deep, the next
countertrend wave, wave 4 will be shallow, long in time and basically a congested movement, as in
deed is the overall movement that started from the high to basically January 2014. Such movement
can also be called a “continuation flag” in classic technical analysis.
Low of wave 4 can be found when the “oscillator” from its peak of wave 3 comes back to close,
around zero, even fractional negative is fine. Indeed the oscillator arrived at its low at the same
time that the Bund did its low with the September 2013 low.
In addition to that just recently the Bund also broke the flag resistance (grey line) stating that has
actually left the wave 4 continuation flag and is now ready to target previous or new highs.
Let’s now look at potential target for wave 5.
A first target is to copy and paste the width of the horizontal channel (orange vertical line) in which
the Bund has been moving since 2011 which brings to the 160 future points level.
The same target comes by using Fobnacci extensions from previous A,B and 1,2 movements,
namely the 261.8% and 161.8% extensions.
Is it too ambitious of a target? Do you raise your eyebrow too? Not a problem, let’s then divide the
upper channel into quartiles, in this way we will find additional 3 partial target from current level to
the 160 points one. You can see the quartiles above wave 1.
The overall long term bullish structure will be undermined only by the violation of the low of
January 2014 candle first, and September 2013 after. A first weakning sign of the trend may be
found if the recent March 2014 low will be violated, below 142.07 future points.
For the Bund too it seems we have to follow the: “Buy the dip” technique.
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Useful Links:
European Central Bank:
www.ecb.int
Bank for International Settlements:
www.bis.org
International Monetary Fund:
www.imf.org
Federal Reserve:
www.federalreserve.gov
US CFTC
www.cftc.gov

Disclaimer
Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any
securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. The writer does not undertake that investors
will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making
their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The
value of any investment or income may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice.
The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading
in these instruments is considered risky. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, investors should contact their local sales representative. Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent
valuations for individual securities or other instruments.
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